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Executve Summary
This report aims to help DCC and the FAIRsFAIR project consider optons for creatng a minimal
metadata schema that may be used on a trial basis in their work to establish a shared catalogue in
collaboraton with various providers of training materials.
In November 2020 DCC sought expert advice to inform a draft proposal for trial exchange of
metadata between the FAIRsFAIR project and catalogues provided by related projects. These
projects have shared interests in providing seamless discovery of learning resources across a
number of catalogues that are currently provided by diferent communites involved in establishing
the European Open Science Cloud. EOSC projects and other training providers have a common
interest in making training materials FAIR, especially where these relate to training about enabling
FAIR principles to be implemented in research practce. The focus of the report is on optons for
deploying standards established for OER (Open Educatonal Resources).
The OER standards may be used to make training materials more fndable, by enabling training
providers and cataloguers to use community-agreed discipline-agnostc terms in the metadata they
use to annotate these training materials, so that catalogue users have more standardised ways to
fnd and potentally reuse them. This is in pursuit of a recognised need to fll gaps in training
capacity, expanding the availability of resources that may be used to by research communites, data
stewards, and others who support research, in learning how to produce more FAIR data.
The advice sought by DCC was provided by Phil Barker of CETIS LLP, and follows below as an
informal (unscheduled) report from FAIRsFAIR to inform its tasks 3.3. (Embedding FAIR data
practce in research culture) and 6.3 (nnowledge bases for competence centres).
The report briefy reviews abstract models for data about training materials, and the specifcaton
of their semantc aspects as standard schemas. Considering the potental of applicaton profles to
specify terms drawn from diferent standards in order to facilitate their exchange between
catalogues, the report characterizes the various relevant specifcatons and schema. The report
then suggests an approach to harmonizaton, frst through establishing a minimal metadata
applicaton profle, and then by setng up a metadata store that would exploit linked data
standards to make this metadata available in machine-actonable form.
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1. Introducton
1.1. Aims and focus of the report
1.2 Context
The Digital Curaton Centre (DCC) is one of the main partners in the FAIRsFAIR Project (2019-22).
The project’s overall objectves are to accelerate the realizaton of the goals of the EOSC by opening
up and sharing all knowledge, expertse, guidelines, implementatons, new trajectories, courses and
educaton on FAIR matters.
The topic of this informal report is partcularly relevant to DCC’s role in work packages WP3 Policy
and Practce and more especially WP6 (FAIR Competence Centre). The Competence Centre
objectves include:



supportng and organising core community knowledge bases of FAIR competence centres for
diferent thematc areas and disciplines
avoiding duplicaton of efort, by identfying opportunites for synergies

To pursue these objectves FAIRsFAIR is investgatng optons for the exchange of metadata about
training resources, aiming for a trial exchange between at least two of the existng catalogues of
these resources already set up by other EOSC projects. The training resources will come from
various FAIRsFAIR workpackages that produce guidance and training materials to feed into the FAIR
Competence Centre, and from other sources including catalogues in other EOSC projects. This
Competence Centre will consist of various elements described in the project work plan as
“knowledge bases (nBs), with general and community-specifc partss;whichh will comprise resources
with suitable metadata, managed so as to address the needs of communites and their
stakeholderse.
An outline design of the Competence Centre is available in FAIRsFAIR project reports D6.1 and D6.2.
These envisage that the knowledge bases will be delivered partly through an online forum and
partly through links from that to learning resources that will be deposited, classifed and catalogued
by other projects. WP6 has to report in February 2021 on “the development, maintenance and
harmonisaton of generic and community-specifc knowledge basese.
In parallel to this, the EC has established under its INFRAEOSC funding calls fve EOSC ‘clusters’,
each including research infrastructures in one of fve broad disciplinary categories. In additon, the
INFRAEOSC-5 funding call established fve regional and thematc projects, also involving research
infrastructures, research producing organisatons, and other stakeholders.
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ney to the FAIRsFAIR objectves is to promote harmonisaton of standards and practces across the
other EOSC projects, in partcular the INFRAEOSC-5b projects with whom FAIRsFAIR has a formal
Collaboraton Agreement. A number of Task Forces have been established for that collaboraton,
including the EOSC-5 TF Training and Skills. Establishing a shared catalogue for training resources is
one of its primary aims. In practce however, the EC has funded another project EOSC Futures,
whose scope is likely to include implementaton of a catalogue of training resources. 1 This is
expected to start in 2021.
Preparatory work for the EOSC catalogue has also been carried out by a Training Resource
Catalogue Task Force, a consttuent part of the EOSC Board Working Group on Training and Skills.
This overlaps substantally with the EOSC-5 TF Training & Skills, alongside Member State and other
representatves. It reports in December 2020. The EOSC-5 TF Training & Skills will contnue in 2021
to build on inital steps towards a harmonised approach on interoperability of training resource
catalogues. These were discussed in a workshop FAIRsFAIR co-organised with the TF in October
2020.2
The Task Forces mentoned above are also drawing on work being conducted by an RDA Interest
Group (ETHRD-IG). This has a number of ‘focus groups’ including one on ‘minimal metadata for
training resources’.3 Its approach is to identfy those propertes of such resources that are
considered necessary to fulfl a number of user stories across diferent groups of data management
specialists/professionals, e.g. a learner wantng to fnd training resources on specifc data
management skills. The minimal list is being narrowed down from a long-list of terms used by
existng catalogue services to describe training resources according to published OER standards
(currently LRMI/DCMI, IEEE LOM, and the bioschemas training materials profle).
In DCC’s view, the catalogue should operate as a federated and machine-actonable layer of
metadata, aggregated from the providers of the resources, who are best placed to create, and
deliver the training resources and have shared interest in pooling the curaton and management of
informaton about them to better support discovery.
The default access point for searching across the common catalogue will be the EOSC Portal, and
the main use case is for learners and trainers to be able to search for resources relevant to ‘digital
skills’, with a focus on open science, data science, and on making the outputs of these FAIR. As a
federated resource, the catalogue should be available for use by any provider and should thereby
stmulate the development of new discovery services that ofer added value.

1 https://www.eosc-portal.eu/infraeosc-03-2020-integraton-and-consolidaton-existng-pan-european-accessmechanism-public

2 https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10xKn4x_KF50SnX1_X6WVyyFICjuhaDxj
3 https://rd-alliance.org/group/educaton-and-training-handling-research-data-ig/wiki/ethrd-ig-focus-group-materials
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DCC and FAIRsFAIR partners will outline in the D6.3 report a plan for exchanging metadata. We
envisage collaboraton with the RDA ETHRD-IG, the EOSC WG Training & Skills, and the EOSC-5 TF
Training & Skills.
The report starts with a discussion of which factors in modelling and encoding metadata afect the
ability to build systems based on combinatons of diferent metadata specifcatons. The metadata
specifcatons in use are then analysed according to these factorss some of these specifcatons are
shown to lend themselves to use in combinaton more than others. On the basis of this a suggeston
is made for harmonizing the metadata available into a knowledge graph that would form the basis
of a shared catalogue. To illustrate what might be held in this knowledge graph some suggestons
are made for what might be included in the defniton of a schema for a minimal metadata
applicaton profle describing the data held.

2. Overview of Metadata for Training Materials in Terms of Harmonizaton
The FAIRsFAIR project objectves involve promotng the harmonisaton of standards and practces
across projects, considering that a number of existng projects use diferent metadata standards for
describing learning materials. We can work on the assumpton that it is not realistc to mandate
that projects change the metadata that they use in order to contribute to a new shared catalogue,
and so we should investgate what harmonizaton is possible given the metadata schema in use.
Nilsson (2010) investgated such harmonizaton, which he defned as "interoperability of
combinatons of metadata specifcatons" and found it to depend on a number of factors, namely:
the abstract model, the metadata semantcs, vocabularies, and applicaton profless he found syntax
to be less important. The brief overview of metadata in use for learning materials provided below is
framed by these factors.

2.1 Abstract models
An abstract model for metadata defnes "the nature of the components used and how those
components are combined to create informaton structures" (Powell et al 2007), providing "a
common framework for the interpretaton of metadata" (Nilsson 2010, p13)—common at least
among schema that use the same abstract model. Two types of abstract model partcularly concern
us in this work, one hierarchical and record-like and other entty-oriented.
Hierarchical record-like models are used (but not often explicitly described) by the IEEE standard
1484.12.1 for Learning Object Metadata (LOM) and many APIs that return data in ySON. (ySON
encodes data as an object comprising key-value pairs, in which other objects may be nested to form
what is in efect a hierarchical record.) The Lifewatch catalogue, for example, combines both
approaches, with records available via an API in both standard XML and ySON. Taking the LOM as
our exemplar for hierarchical record-like abstract models we see elements arranged under category
headings such as "General", "Life Cycle", "Technical", "Educatonal" etc (Barker, 2005). Elements
with the same name have diferent purposes depending on their positon in the hierarchy and, in
some cases, the value of sibling elements. So the element "5.1 descripton" under the Educatonal
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category has diferent purpose to the element "1.4 descripton" under General categorys element
"9.3 descripton" is diferent again and what it is a descripton of depends on the value of element
"9.1 purpose". Similarly, to fnd the author of a resource in LOM metadata one must fnd the value
of an instance of element "2.3.2 Entty" which is paired with an instance of "2.3.1 Role" that has the
value of "creator". In general, few elements from the LOM can be interpreted independently from
other elements, making LOM schema self-consistent but difcult to use with elements from other
specifcatons (see applicaton profles, below), unless eforts are made to map the LOM elements
to some self-contained non-hierarchical equivalents.
Frequently a record will include informaton about other things than the resource itself, for
example the names and afliatons of people who created the resource. It is a weakness of many
record-based approaches that there is no unique identfer provided for these "secondary enttes",
and so informaton is duplicated across many records, often imperfectly. The lack of unique
identfers and mismatched informaton about them makes it very difcult group records based on
secondary enttes such as authors. For example, are the authors with the name y Smith, yohn Smith
and yohn Smith all the same person? (Aside: the common soluton to this issue is to create an
"authority fle" for such enttes, and to include an identfer for their entries in this fle in the
informaton provided in the record. This is a step in the directon of the entty-based approach.)
The alternatve relevant model is the entty-oriented approach of Dublin Core and RDF in general,
where enttes and their relatonships to each other are described separately. In RDF this is
expressed in the form of subject-predicate-object triples known as statements. Thus a Dublin Core
descripton will be a descripton of a single identfed entty, e.g. a Book, that will provide values for
various propertes of that book. Some propertes will have Literal values (strings, numeric values,
dates etc), for example "ttle" or "descripton"s other propertes will link the Book to other
identfed enttes, for example "author" will create a link between the Book and an entty
(commonly a Person) that wrote the book, and that entty may be independently described. There
need be no diference between how a Person is described as an author of a book and how the same
person is described as, say, a member of an insttuton (some informaton may be more relevant in
one context than the other, but much will be in common), thus making the reuse of data possible.
Sets of statements about related resources can be collected together as a graph, and an applicaton
profle can specify what enttes and statements should be in a graph for it to be adequate for a
given purpose. This provides a set of data in a similar way to the record-oriented approach. Because
each statement in an entty-oriented descripton is self-contained, the meaning of metadata
elements like the propertes that relate enttes do not depend on other elements, and so they can
be used across diferent schema.
(Aside: it's quite possible for data to be provided in a syntax that hides or hybridizes the underlying
abstract model. For example, rdf data may be presented using ySON-LD, which allows for
descriptons of resources which are not identfed to be embedded as values for propertes. While
remaining entty-based this presentaton of the data is very record-like.)
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2.2 Metadata semantcs
Whether they are elements in the LOM or RDF propertes and classes, the terms used in metadata
should be defned so that these terms convey meaning, i.e. semantcs, not just the structure of a
record. These defnitons can be human or machine readable, but preferably both.
RDF includes terms for defning terms such as propertes and classes that importantly allow for
relatonships to be made between terms, even when the propertes are defned as parts of diferent
standards. Thus Dublin Core defnes a term "descripton" as an RDF property, and so does
schema.org. The human readable defnitons are similar enough for us to form the opinion that
these are equivalents but more importantly the machine readable defniton of the schema.org
term includes the informaton
schema:descripton owl:equivalentProperty dcterms:descripton .
which tells any program that understands the relevant RDF vocabularies that the two are
equivalent. Thus such a program that uses Dublin Core terms can make use of descriptons provided
in schema.org. Other relatonships exist for less closely matching terms. Other semantcs can be
defned, for example terms may identfy a class of entty (such as Person, Book, Organizaton), and
the defniton of a property may defne the classes that it can link between (for example the author
property may be defned so that it links between enttes of class Book and those of Person or
Organizaton). This can be useful in making inferences about the nature of otherwise unknown
enttes, but it does restrict the scope for which a term is useful (what if I want to use the author
property to say that a computer wrote an essay?).
Clearly there is some relatonship between the various descripton elements in the LOM, however
the machine readable defniton of the LOM is in XML Schema, which provides no mechanism for
making such assertons. Indeed the XML Schema defniton of the LOM provided by IMS Global only
provides informaton on where in the hierarchy the descripton element may be used, it says
nothing about the diferent semantcs associated with the various positons of the element within
the hierarchy. Similarly ySON schema used by APIs frequently provide only rules structuring objects,
not semantcs.
If someone were to create RDF propertes with equivalent semantcs for each of the elements in the
LOM, it would be possible to make assertons such as
lom:educatonal-descripton rdfs:subPropertyOf dcterms:descripton .
This means that any value provided as a LOM descripton in the Educaton category, is also a valid
value of the more generally defned Dublin Core descripton. Some informaton is lost, namely the
distncton between the diferent descriptons in the LOM, but it may be that some informaton is
better than none. This approach to mapping via RDF terms is being taken by the Domain Ecosystem
Schema Mapping (DESM) project, which aims to build a tool to facilitate mappings such as that
created by the T3 Innovaton Network project on semantc mapping
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Of course, mapping LOM or other record elements to RDF entty propertes is only useful if the data
can be similarly transformed for an XML encoding to RDF statements, one approach to doing this is
the RDF Mapping Language (RML).

2.3 Vocabularies
Terms are rarely defned in isolaton, more commonly a specifcaton defnes a set of terms or
vocabulary. In RDF and many XML specifcatons URIs are used to uniquely identfy terms (APIs,
however, generally do not provide globally unique identfers for the names used). In order to avoid
collisions between similarly named terms, each vocabulary may defne a namespace. Namespaces
are also commonly identfed with a URI. Typically each metadata specifcaton will defne a
namespace for its vocabulary, so namespace, specifcaton and vocabulary get used somewhat
interchangeably. It is common practce to abbreviate the namespace URI, for example dct: for
Dublin Core Terms namespace identfer, http://purl.org/dc/terms/, so that term identfers such as
http://purl.org/dc/terms/descripton can be written as dct:descripton. This is the basis of _Names
in XML and Curies in RDF.
Record based metadata schemas typically defne terms naming the elements of a record, the data
types and controlled vocabularies that may be used to provide values. RDF schemas provide terms
for propertes, classes of enttes, and concepts that may be referred to. As mentoned above, the
semantc defniton of an RDF property may include limits on the class of entty that can be used as
the subject or object of a statement.

2.4 Applicaton Profles
Heery and Patel (2000) introduced applicaton profles as "schemas which consist of data elements
drawn from one or more namespaces, combined together by implementors, and optmised for a
partcular local applicaton". As well as "mixing and matching" terms from diferent namespaces, an
applicaton profle may introduce additonal constraints on value spaces such as the data type or
class that may be used to provide a value for an element.
Applicaton profles are powerful tools for interoperability. They reduce the need to create new
vocabularies. They also mean that constraints, such as those on the type of entty that a property
can be used with, can be defned where they are needed without interfering with other uses of that
property. These rules can be encoded using specifcatons such as ShEx or SHACL to allow for
automatc data validaton.
It has been possible to create applicaton profles of the LOM that constrain the number of
elements that are used, limit the values that may be used for the elements chosen and add a few
discrete additonal elements. It has also been possible to reuse some terms from the LOM in RDF
vocabularies—though the mismatch between XML Schema and RDF Schema does not allow for
these to be declared as equivalent in a machine-readable way, so doing so does not make them
automatcally interoperable. However, wholesale mixing and matching of elements from several
record-oriented schema involving the merging of diferent hierarchies is often impractcal. The best
that can be achieved is a block of data in one schema added to a block of data in another, i.e. the
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use of two schema not the creaton of a new one from individual terms drawn from diferent
vocabularies.

2.5 Syntaxes
The syntax used to express metadata is the least important factor afectng interoperability,
however it does have an impact as many developers will view a specifcaton through the syntax.
Thus many developers will implement a specifcaton through the XML Schema Defniton (XSD) or
ySON Schema provided. If a developer is familiar with web APIs they will be familiar with dealing
with data in XML and ySON. These lend themselves to record-oriented views of data. RDF data can
be expressed in many formats, each with its own strengths and weaknesses. For example, N3 is
closest to the triple structure of RDF statementss Turtle is more human readables RDFa embeds the
RDF into an HTML representaton of the same data. Most web developers will not be familiar with
these formats unless they specialize in RDF. RDF can be expressed in XML, however the result is
verbose and difcult (for a human) to read. ySON-LD (yavascript Object Notaton for Linked Data)
hits a sweet spot of using a syntax familiar to developers and being reasonably readables and it
includes mechanisms ("syntactc sugar") that can be used to hide some of the unfamiliar aspects
that come from Linked Data being RDF.

2.6 Summary: characterizaton of metadata schema for training materials
Viewing the various specifcatons and schema relevant to the exchange of data about training
materials through the lens of abstract models, semantcs and vocabularies used should highlight
how interoperability is enabled or hindered.
IEEE LOM / IMS Learning Resource Metadata (these are essentally the same) is a record-oriented
specifcaton which encodes metadata for everything related to a learning resource into a single,
hierarchical XML document.
Zenodo API uses ySON and is implicitly record based, however it is relatvely fat, and terms are
mostly independent which will help in mapping to standard schema.
Zenodo OAI PMH, record based XML using datacite or simple Dublin Core schema.
Dublin Core Metadata Terms, broadly applicable vocabulary propertes and classes expressed in
RDF, relevant to informaton resources, "intended to be used in combinaton with metadata terms
from other, compatble vocabularies in the context of applicaton profles".
Schema.org, a large vocabulary of propertes and classes in RDF, that cover pretty much anything
that can be on or have a web page. Several terms are related to Dublin Core equivalents. Has
reasonable coverage of characteristcs relevant to training, educaton and learning for with classes
for courses, learning resources and educational events among others. Not explicitly designed for use
with other vocabularies (the intent is that it is large enough to be used on its own), but some
features of the semantcs mean that it is increasingly used this way.
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Learning Resource Metadata Initatve (LRMI), a collecton of classes, propertes and concept
schemes in RDF for markup and descripton of educatonal resources. Many of the terms in the
schema.org vocabulary for describing propertes of a learning resource originate from LRMI. Some
of these terms have close analogues in the Educatonal Category of LOM elements. As well as being
defned in schema.org they are defned in a Dublin Core namespace in such a way as to facilitate
use in with other vocabularies in applicaton profles.
Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT) an RDF schema for descripton of data sets and related enttes,
which is part new terms in the DCAT namespace and part applicaton profle of these terms with
terms from other vocabularies, notably Dublin Core Metadata Terms.
BioSchemas several applicaton profles of schema.org, some which introduce new terms that have
been suggested for inclusion in schema.org. There are relevant drafts applicaton profles for
Training Materials, Courses and Course Instances.
LifeWatch Catalogue uses selected elements from the IEEE LOM, with an API to disseminate
records in XML or ySON format.
The following two are noted because they illustrate more recent entty-based approaches to the
LOM, but are less relevant in terms of metadata found in the wild.
ISO/IEC Standard 19788 Metadata for Learning Resources (MLR), largely based on LOM elements
redefned in an entty-oriented abstract model that is compatble with RDF. The spec documents
are long and expensive, which inhibits use of this standard.
IEEE P2881 Project for Standard for Learning Metadata (LM) A nascent project which is not a new
versioning of the LOM, but which may recast something like the LOM into RDF.
Looking across these we can see harmonizaton across entty-based RDF schema: for example,
equivalent terms in Dublin Core and schema.org, including those from LRMIs applicaton profles
drawing on terms from these vocabularies for data catalogues (DCAT) and training materials
(BioSchemas)s and various attempts at providing versions of elements from IEEE LOM that can be
included.

2.7 Harmonizaton suggestons
This analysis of the relatonships between various metadata schema used to describe training
materials suggests an approach to harmonizaton that would allow the creaton of a shared
catalogue. A minimal metadata applicaton profle (minimap?) should be created comprising those
elements/terms that are required for the catalogue and available from partners' metadata. The
fexibility of the entty-based approach and ability to use RDF to express semantc relatonships
between terms in the diferent vocabularies used point to this applicaton profle being RDF based.
This applicaton profle should be based on a broad vocabulary such as schema.org or Dublin Core
Metadata Terms, as these are used directly be several specialized schemas in used (e.g. schema.org
by BioSchemas, Dublin Core by DCAT), however semantc mapping between terms in these
vocabularies means that the choice of which one to use is less critcal. The applicaton profle
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schema should contain the mappings required for the underlying data store to infer equivalence
between propertes from schema.org and Dublin Core when required. These mappings will mean
that if (say) schema.org is used as in the applicaton profle, any resource described in DCAT
containing dct.ttle and dct.descripton will automatcally fulfl the need for a schema:name and
schema:descripton. The combinaton of RDF schema and data held in a suitable datastore creates a
knowledge graph from which applicatons can draw the data they require via an API. An RDF triple
store with a sparql interface would fulfl this.
It may also be useful to allow partners to provide the required metadata directly via ySON-LD. This
should be done via a developer-friendly ySON-LD encoding, which means providing a ySON context
fle to map the ySON keys to RDF propertes, and optonally a ySON Schema fle to assist in
generatng conforming data.
Metadata provided in record-oriented formats such IEEE LOM XML and the zenodo API ySON
objects will need to be mapped and converted to RDF statements. The ease of this will depend on
which elements are required, but hopefully many relevant propertes already exist in the generic
terms (like ttle and descripton) or specialist educatonal terms from LRMI. Technologies like RML
may help with this—even if only as a way of documentng the transforms used—or the extracton
and transformaton of the relevant data could be handled with simple bespoke programming.
(Aside: there is no reason why the metadata gathered need be limited to what is in the applicaton
profle. One of the advantages of RDF data stores such as triple stores is that the data held does not
have to conform to a fxed schema. It may be the data that isn't described in the schema for the
applicaton profle can stll be displayed even if it cannot be used for semantc search).
The pain points in this approach are likely to come from metadata that is difcult to map (e.g.
getng authors from LOM records), metadata that is not available (e.g. identfers for enttes that
are only described in record felds), and mis-matches between value spaces. This last one is easiest
to overlook when the focus is on vocabularies for propertes and classes, but is critcal to some
aspects of a functoning catalogue, such as consistent indexing. It may, for example, be desired to
produce an index of resources by subject, however this will be difcult if diferent projects
providing data are using diferent subject classifcaton schemes.
A useful format for developing such an applicaton profle, the Tabular Applicaton Profle ( TAP) is
being developed by the Dublin Core Application Profile Interest Group which allows spreadsheets to be
used to document the propertes used and any constraints on value spaces imposed. This
informaton can then be used to create more formal representatons, for example in ShEx or SHACL,
useful for validatng whether the metadata held is sufcient.
In summary, the harmonizaton approach suggested involves:
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A minimal metadata application profile, including semantic mappings of the terms included,
encoded in RDF.
o The current work from Dublin Core on TAP may help in developing the application
profile.
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A RDF data store for this schema and data provided by partners that performs semantic
search and provides an API
o must also include interfaces for data ingest
The ability to transform LOM metadata and data from APIs to RDF that conforms to the
application profile schema.
A developer-friendly JSON-LD format of the applications profile for those who want to use it
to provide data.
o This means a JSON-LD context file and optionally a JSON Schema file for the
application profile.
ShEx and SHACL representations of the profile for data validation.
An application through which users may search and browse the data held.

3. Towards a Minimal Applicaton Profle
Any metadata applicaton profle should be built to meet the requirements of the applicaton or
community that is going to use the data. These requirements can be derived from use cases, or
simple stories about what actvites should be enabled. It is also pragmatc to consider the data that
is actually available when considering these requirements.
This secton briefy presents some simple use cases and the data available with the aim of
illustratng how the harmonizaton suggestons above would work in practce. They also include
hints at how the amount of metadata required can be minimized.

3.1 Use cases
The simplest use case is discovery by free text search. This can be supported by a descripton of the
resource, a list of keywords and a ttle (and possibly other textual felds). Ideally it would also be
possible to search the full text of the resource, but this may not be feasible in a metadata-based
catalogue. Division of the summary text into descripton, keywords and ttle allows higher weights
to be given to text matches in more signifcant felds.
Title and descripton are also required when displaying results from a search or browse query.
A more informed searcher might want to search or browse for a more specifc topic. If there is a
specifc competency framework that is used across many partners, which enumerates the skills
required in a domain this may be used to support such resource discovery through the LRMI
teaches property that associates a learning resource with a learning outcome. If no formal
competency framework is widely used it may stll be useful to provide textual descriptons of the
learning outcomes. Similar informaton, but less specifc to learning outcomes may be provided as
the subject of the resource, again either using a controlled concept scheme or text descriptons.
It may be useful to flter results returned by various characteristcs. These may include whether the
resource is intended for beginners, intermediate or advanced learnerss the type of resource, e.g. a
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video tutorial, online course, simulaton, an assessments and possibly the length of tme required
may be important. The relevant propertes for these are the LRMI propertes educationalLevel,
learningResourceType and timeRequired (these also have analogues in IEEE LOM).
When displaying results it may be relevant to show the origin of a resource, e.g. informaton about
the author and their afliaton, or the organizaton that published the resource. If authors can be
unambiguously identfed, it can be useful to group all the resources created by the same person.
To access a resource the locaton of the resource will be required. Ideally the identfer for the
resource will be a URI that resolves to the resource.
To facilitate legal reuse, the licence terms for the resource should be included.
In summary, terms for the following characteristcs seem most relevant:













title, for: free text search, and displaying query results.
keywords, for: free text search.
description, for: free text search, and displaying query results.
subject, for: focussed search or browse.
learning outcome, for focussed search or browse.
author, for showing the origin of a resource.
publisher, for showing the origin of a resource.
learning resource type, for filtering results by educational characteristic.
typical learning time, for filtering results by educational characteristic.
educational level, for filtering results by educational characteristic.
licence, for legal reuse.
location, for access.

Many other propertes may be usefully displayed if available: date published, alternatve identfers
such as DOIs, indicators of quality, fle format (pdf, docx, mp3 etc), play tmes for some formats,
page counts for others, and so on.

3.2 Existng data
There is not tme for this report to include detailed examinaton of what data is available from all
the potental sources. We can look at some of the schemas used by some of the projects, but this
stll leaves questons about how many relevant resources are available, to what extent do the
existng descriptons go beyond minimal requirements, what value spaces are being used and so on.
The Google sheet, MAP contains a summary of which of the characteristcs are covered by what
term, for several of the relevant schema. The entries below discuss any missing characteristcs and
other issues.
Zenodo has an API that publishes metadata in ySON. Publisher is covered only for some resource
types (imprintKpublisher: publisher of a book/report/chapter). The educaton-specifc propertes—
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learning outcome, typical learning tme, educatonal level—are not covereds learning resource type
is partally covered by a generic typology. The summary sheet does not include how authors and
subjects may be described, but there is scope for identfcaton with ORCIDs and URI respectvely
IEEE LOM the details of the mapping will depend on how the LOM has been implemented. Many of
the mappings are quite complex. Enttes for authors and publishers are provided as vCards, with no
standard way for encoding an identfer such as an ORCID. Licence may be covered in secton 6
rights, but there is no standard means for doing so.
Dublin Core Terms does not cover keywords or the educaton-specifc characteristcs of typical
learning tme and learning outcome. Learning resource type is covered with a generic type
property. Related resources such as Agents (authors and publishers) and Concepts (e.g., the subject
of a resource) will normally be identfed with a resolvable URI. Likewise, the resource being
described will normally be identfed with a resolvable URI that will be the subject of statements
made about the resource.
LRMI provides terms for educaton-specifc characteristcs to supplement other vocabularies such
as Dublin Core Terms.
DCAT uses some Dublin Core terms and provides terms for some other characteristcs—for the
terms we are looking at this is "keywords". Most of the comments for Dublin Core Terms apply,
DCAT does however provide more guidance on what data one should expect to be available for
related enttes such as Agents and Concepts.
schema.org covers all propertes discussed (any many others that may be relevant), however there
is a deal of leeway in how data may be provided.
BioSchemas uses the schema.org propertes and provides further constraints and
recommendatons.
Lifewatch includes general informaton such as ttle, descripton, and keywords, and some
educatonal propertes such as learning tme and resource type as well others supported by the
LOM but not identfed above. Does not include author, publisher, subject or learning outcome.

3.3 Expanding on the minimal metadata by exploitng linked data
One way by which the number of terms in an applicaton profle can balloon is when secondary
enttes need to be described. For example, say we wish to provide some informaton about the
origin of a training material by displaying who the author is. How do we know whether nevin Ashley
or n Ashley are the same person as nevin Ashley who works at our favourite university? Should we
be asking for informaton about the insttuton to which the author is afliated? The best answer to
this is to require identfers that can be resolved to provide further informaton, and use these to
gather whatever informaton we require. For a person, an ORCID URI is the obvious identfer to
require, but others are available. Given the ORCID URI https://orcid.org/0000-0002-3426-6283 we fnd
the informaton we want. Likewise for the subject of a resource: a string will not be enough to place
the topic in a hierarchical browse tree (does "bridges" belong under civil engineering, music,
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dentstry..?), but a URL that links to wikidata may provide us with all we need to know. This linked
data approach is a strength of the entty-based RDF abstract model.
Not all data providers will be able to provide resolvable URIs for such linked data, so it is sensible to
have the opton for them to supply further informaton. As a minimum this might just be a names as
an opton this could be everything they know about the entty.

4. Suggested further work
Further work is required to validate the use cases from which the requirements were derived and
to fully investgate what data is actually available (or likely to be available) from partners.
The minimal metadata applicaton profle should be feshed out. The vocabularies that are to form
the basis of the applicaton profle should be chosen, and the desired value spaces for propertes
should be specifed. The Dublin Core Tabular Applicaton Profle provides a framework for doing
this. Since it covers most characteristcs schema.org (sdo) seems a natural contender for the base
vocabulary of the applicaton profle. It may be worthwhile to create a developer-friendly ySON-LD
format of the applicatons profle.
A schema should be created for the applicaton profle that includes semantc relatonships to other
vocabularies encoded using the owl vocabulary. For example sdo:name should be shown to be
equivalent to dct:ttles sdo:keywords should be shown to be equivalent to dcat:keywords. Thus (if a
suitable system is used to process the data and the schema) data that is provided as dcat will be
recognised as equivalent to what is required for the applicaton profle (and vice versa, stored data
can be exported as dcat).
Data that is supplied from the Zenodo API or as LOM records should be transformed to whatever
terms are used by the applicaton profle. This will be easier for the Zenodo API than IEEE LOM.
If the imported data and the applicaton profle schema are stored in a data store that makes
inferences based on OWL (e.g. Ontotext GraphDB) then queries can validate whether this data
meets the use case requirements. If the data store has an API then a more user-friendly applicaton
could be built to illustrate this.
So far little consideraton has been given to what informaton should be provided about any entty
other than the training material being described. This should not be neglected in further work. If,
for example, subjects or learning outcomes are to be used for a browse interface, all materials will
have to be categorised according to the same concept scheme for browsing to work coherently.
Agreeing on common categorizaton schemes (or coping with diferent schemes in use) is a
signifcant issue.
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